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Season 1, Episode 17
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The Quiet Brawler



When Val's favorite actor opens up his own gym she gets V.I.P. a corporate membership. This doesn't sit well with a local drug dealer who's business isn't going so well now that the gym has opened up. Rex Reevo an actor on ""The Brawler"" films has a personal grudge against Dave Hart. So he destroys Dave's gym attacks one of Dave's friends so Dave will fight him. Attacking his friend did and Dave agrees to fight Rex Reevo and wins. Since Dave put all his money in the gym and has no money to pay V.I.P. he gives them a lifetime membership to his gym.
Quest roles:
Angelle Brooks(Maxine de la Cruz), Jillian Barberie(Foxy Levin), Joe Bucaro III(Smith), George Brown(Porter), David Chokachi(Self), Joseph Michael Bucci(Dave Hart), Mongo Brownlee(Rex Revo), Sonny Marinelli(Colecord), Mark Ruiz(Julio), Nolan Jesse Yard(Kid), Sophia Santi(Mrs. Martinez)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
6 March 1999, 00:00
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